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MATTERS ARISING FROM THE NItfTH SESSION OF THE

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA

A full account of the material .submitted to the ninth session of
the Economic Commission for Africa in February, 1969, together with
information on discussions, resolutions, work programme, etc, is given
in the ECA Annual Report to the ECOSOC (l March 1968 - 14 February J.969) ,
E/ON.14/453- In this note, the essential points relating to economic
development planning, projections and polioies activities are reproduped
for ease of reference.

REVIEW OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLANNING,

PROJECTIONS AND POLICIES ACTIVITIES

2. The following extracts from the Accounts of the Proceedings of
the Commission relate to the discussions on economic development
planning, projections and policies activities: '■■■■■< ■"

"400., A representative of the secretariat indioated that development
planning, projections and policies were now functions of the Research
Section of the Research and Statistics Division. One of the tasks of the
sfc-fcion was a systematic analysis of African plans, to find common
characteristics,,and to seek out the reasons why plans had Hot been
successful. It was intended to work towards the harmonization of national
plans.and tp try. to eliminate inconsistencies, particularly between
national, plan targets and world trends for particular commodities.

401. ..For the Second Development Decade, the Centre for Development '
fanning,, Projections and Policies in Hew York was working on broad
outlines, for growth to b~ -cnMdQred by a group of eighteen experts who
would meet periodically in various continents of the world. The Centre'
had requested specialized agencies and regional commissions to examine the
proposed targets and to try to harmonize their own plans and targets.

402, A Planning Advisory Service had been set up by ECA and in 1968
experts had. provided fourteen months of, expertise to various countries to
assist in their development planning. ;

403- The second session of the Conference of African Planners was held
xn December 1967, the. third session of the United Nations Committee for
Development Planning in Addis Ababa in April/May 1968 and the fourth
Inter-regional Seminar on Development Planning in Accra in December 1968,

.404. Work had continued on annual economic surveys, sub-regional surveys
and the Economic bulletin for Africa* provisional economic data summaries
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had been prepared for. twanty^seven African countries out of forty-four
and the first issue of a planning newsletter, to "be published periodically

to keep African oountries advised of recent planning developments, was

under preparation* t"

4O5« The general ^objective of the Programme of Work and Priorities ifor

1969-1970^ with projector,:: to 1D1Z 'xn +fce field of econ&riio development

planning, projections and policies was for BCA to guide African coiiniries

towards uniformity in" presentation and harmonization of development piansj
for. this over-all perspectives and targets were required. :

406. During the discussion, the secretariat was asked if it had a format

which could be followed in preparing a development plan. In answer it

was pointed out that whilst certain guidelines could be laid down (and
in fact a manual for development planning was one of the items in the

proposed work programme) the plan for any individual'country was very

much dependent on the political priorities based on its social structure

and the political ideology. . . .

407- It was suggested that the proposed planning newsletter should

include details of the experiences of the various African countries in

the fields of planning and statistics^ in particular, short summaries of

their development plans would be of extreme value to individual planning

authorities. . ■. \

408. The question was asked how the secretariat intended to implement
the recommendations of the Conference of African Planners, Very

sophisticated plans had been formulated in and for various Afrioan

countries but the plans had hot been successfully implemented. In reply,

the secretariat stated that BOA studies of individual countries1 plans —

had shown that the plans were not particularly complicated. The failures

were often because projects had not been studied in sufficient depth,

beoause essential macro-economic aggregates were lacking and because ^fche

preparation of a matrix to test for internal consistency had net been

attempted. ..., ,

409^ ' The ten-year plan for the next Development Deoade which was being
worked on by the Committee for Development Planning and the Centre was

discussed and the question aiifced to what extent African countries would

participate in the work, to ensure that the plan for the Second Development

Deoade would not again work to the benefit of the developed countries.

In reply it was pointed out that there were in fact thres Africans on

the Committee of $i$iteen for planning the Seoond Development Decade.

Apart from this direct membership BCA was able to present the African , ;

point of view to the Committed and to the Centre. A number of targets

had already been worked out by the planning centre, and BCA, as well as

other commissions and agencies, had studied the plan and drawn attention

to partibular aspebts which required modification in the light of African
experience. With experts at BCA including many Africans, with country

assistance and comments and criticisms, the African point of view would

be well represented.
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410. Attention was drawn to the crucial problem facing all developing

countries - the external financing of development plans and projects.

The second session of UNCTAD was mentioned and the failure of the

developed countries- to meet the 1 per cent of gross domestic product

target' rat© of assistance to the under-developed countries; no date had

been laid down for the developed countries to attain this rat©- Inter

national agreements had not yet been drawn up for many of the products

of the developing countries and monocrop economies were particularly

susceptible without such agreements. There should be a system of

supplementing financing of products for the benefit of the developing

countries-^ Economic co-operation and regional integration were essential

for African countries."

t

CHANGES IN THE INSTITUTIONAL MACHINERY OF TH8 COJffllSSIOir

3. Tke Commission adopted some changes in its institutional machinery

and proposed a review of the organization, structure and functions of the

secretariat. Although these measures are not specifically related to

economic development planning, projections and policies activities, they

need to be mentioned because they concern the Commission and the secretariat

as a whole, thus affecting the general framework within which the

Conference of African Planners operate©.

l88(lX). Institutional machinery of the Commission

The Economic Commission for Africa

Aware of the challenges facing the countries of the African region

and the firm determination of these countries to mobilize their human and

material resources to the maximum extent possible for the acceleration of

their economic and sooial development during the next Development Decade,

Being anxious to strengthen the institutions of the Commission to

enable it to play a more effective role in the economic and social

development of the region,

Taking into account the importance of a more effective involvement

of member States in the activities of the Commission,

Recommends that*

(a) The regular biennial sessions of the Commission be at the
Ministerial level and be known as "Ehe Conference of Ministers";

(b) A Committee of the Whole, to be known as the Technical
Committee of Experts* be established;

(c) An Executive Committee be establishedj ' " ■ ■
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r (d) The terms of reference for these three bodies be as set out

in 'the annex. . . . = -■.-.■

J 147th mee-fcing

:....-., 10 February 1969

".-..:: ■ ■■•--.. '■-.■..■■• Annex ,*;■ . .... >■■■_ " . ■, ■

A. The Conference of Ministers . >

Composition: The Conference of Ministers Bhall consist of the

Ministers of the governments of member States responsible for economic

affairs, or financial affairs, planning and development* .

Meetingst The Conference of Ministers shall meet in accordance

with, the terms of article 1 of the rules and procedure of the Commission.

Rules of Procedure: The rules of procedure of the Conference shall

be the same as those of the Commission*

Functionsi - i

(a) To consider matters of policy and the priorities to be
assigned to the programmes and other activities of the Commission;

(b) To consider intra-Afriean and international economic policy-
issues and to make recommendations on such issues to the member States;

(c) To review programme implementation during the preceding
blennium and examine and approve the programme of work proposed for the

Lcceeding "biennium;. •

ai

(<l) To consider, reports submitted to it by the Executive Committee
d the Technical Committee of Experts;

(e) To oonsider questions relating to the representation of the
African region on international and inter-governmental bodies dealing with
e<

B.

onomic and social matters.

!Ehe Technical Committee of Experts

Composition* The Technical Committee of Experts shall consist of
tile principal or other, senior government officials of member States who

are concerned with economic affairs, planning, development* and both

financial and fiscal matters.

Meetingsi The Technical Committee of Experts sl^all meet once a

year. In years when the Conference of Ministers is scheduled, the

Committee shall meet at least one week prior to the opening of the

Conference.
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Rules off Procedure? The rules off procedure of the Technical

Committee shall be the same as those of the Commission:

functions*

(a) To examine studies prepared by the secretariat and to make
appropriate reports to tfcs Conference of Ministers;

■ To assist the secretariat in the formulation of its work
programme and priorities; ■

(o) To take measures to ensure active oontact between the
secretariat and the governments of member States at the^ working level of

-competent officials. '

C. ; - The Bxeoutive Committee

Composition! The Executive Committee shall be composed of:

(a) The-Chairman, the two Vice-Chairmen and the Rapporteur df the

session of the Conference of Ministers; ■

. (b) Two representatives from each sub-region, each office-bearer
of the Conference of Ministers being regarded as representing the sub*-

region in which his country is situated; '

(_o) Two African members of ECOSOC, one representing the Bnglish-
speaking and one the Rpench-speaking countries;

(d) Two African members of the Governing Council of UNDPj one
representing the English-speaking and one the French-speaking countries;

x Provided that no; one country may have more than one representative

on the Executive Committee.

The Chairman of the Conference of Ministers shall be the Chairman
of the Executive Committee,

Meetingsi The Executive Committee shall meet at least twice, a year.

The Chairman of the Executive Committee may in special circumstances and

after consultation with the Executive Secretary of the Commission summon

an emergency meeting of the Executive Committee, The Chairman of the

Executive Committee may invite all African members of ECOSOC and of the

Governing Counoil of UKDP to attend meetings of the Executive Committee

as may be required,

Hules of Procedures The rules of procedure of the Executive Committee

shall be the same as those of the Commission.

Functions*<

(a) To assist the Executive Seoretary in the implementation of tne
resolutions of the Commission and the work programme of the secretariat;
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(b) To provide a ■link between the secretarial^,, "member States and
the sub-regions; in th^s connexion, to consider reports of the sub-

regions and their operational programmes, to assist the Sxeoutive

Secretary in ensuring full commitment and involvement of member States
in sub-regional activities, to foster and co-ordinate the activities of
inter-governmental organizations.

(c) In consultation with the secretariat, to recommend effective
ways and means of fostering closer eo-operation between the Commission

and the United Nations bodies and various international organizations

interested and involved in development efforts in Africa;

(d) To assist the. secretariat to establish close working relations
with the African permanent representatives at the United Nations, as well

as the African members on various international organizations so as to
keep them fully informed of the problems affecting; economic-and: social

development in the African region;

(e) To bring to the attention of member States the activities of
other international organizations which may affect the progress of the
economic and social development of African countries;

(f) In liaison with the Executive Secretary, to strengthen the
cordial relations existing between the Commission and the political '"
organs of the OAU (such as the Couneil of Ministers, the Assembly of "
Heads of State and Government) by means of regular consultations with the
secretariat of the OAU;.

(£) To make reports to the Conference of Ministers in the most
appropriate manner.

l89(ix) . Organization, structure and functions
of the Secretariat

The Economic Commission for Africa

Realizing that the major tasks to be undertaken by the Commission

require that the organization, structure and functions of its secretariat,

including its sub-regional offices, be reviewed, and adequate staff,
financial and other .resources made available to it in order that it may

be in a position to expand its operational activities,

Heoalling the General Assembly resolutions 17t>9(XVl) and l823(XVIl)
and Economic and Social Council resolutions 793(XXX), 623(XXXIl) and
879(XXXIV) on decentralization of the economic and social activities of
the United Nations and strengthening of the'regional economic commissions,

Noting that machinery has been established by the UttDP to study the
capacity of the organization to undertake development programmes and to
examine the possibilities for more substantial and effective decentraliza
tion of operational activities to the regional economic commissions,
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1. Urges that, a-more substantial and effective decentralization ,of

operational activities be carried out in aoqp'rdancV'fcith; 1t£e ^s^iitlbrts
of the Bconomic and Social Council and of the General Assembly? '

2. - Requests ".the ^

(a) To undertake a review of the organization, structure and

functions of the secretariat*including its sub-regional offices, and to
report to the Conference of'Ministers through its Executive Committee for

decision;

(b) To promote conferences and consultations among the leaders of
the sub-regions and to assist them in formulating policies and programmes

of action;

.. (c) To review the existing sub-regional groupings and, where

appropriate, make recommendations to the Conference pf Ministers to

aohieve «or.e realistic groupings, taking into consideration community
Of interests and geographical factors; ., " '

'£„ .. Recommends that arrangements be made to ensure that the
Commis^ioifi IB represented at regional conferences convened by the UKDP,
th* United Saijions system, of speoialiaed agencies and the International
itomio Bnergy Agency (JABA) where questions related to the economic and
social dev-^opment,of Africa are discussed in order to ensure that the
deoisipns taken at suph conferenoes are fully reflected in the work

programme of the, Commission.

" ' ' '" 147th meeting
■ 10 February 1969

191(IX)/Rev,2 Transitional Provisions

The Economic Commission for Africa,

Considering the resolutions adopted on the re-organization of the

institutions of the Commission,

Noting in particular the decision to establish a; Cohferenoe;\pf v , ..
Ministers, a Technical Committee of Experts and an Executive" Cotomiitee,

Oonsoious ~of tne need to work put transitional j>r;6visipns for the

effective evolution to the new organization Of the CpmmissiOn, '

,1* Recommends that: ... ... ...,. -.. ..- . f,:

(3) The present session of the Commissibn shalT be regarded for

all purposes as a Preliminary Meeting of jthe Conference, of Ministers;

(b) ihe ourrenVj^iairman^ tw6 yi9e^^™iri; igii Rajporteia? of
the Co^issionshkll be regarded for a^
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TTioo-Chairmen and Eapporteur respectively of the Preliminary Meeting

of the Conference of Ministers;

(o) Any decisions taJcen-concerning date and place of the next

meeting of th© .Commission, shall ipac facto apply to the firs* Meeting

of the Conference' of .Ministers;

(<j) Th© composition of the int«rimExecutive Committee shall

be as follows: .

Xi) The Chairman, Vice-Chairman and- Bapporteur of the

ourrent session;

(~ii) Two representatives from each of the existing sub-regions;

provided that eaoh current officer shall be regarded as

- representing the sub-region in Which his country is

situated; provided also that in case of any difficulty

in nominating the second sub-regional representative the

Executive Secretary in consultation with the Chairman of

the Commission shall convene a meeting of the represent-

'"'* atives of the sufc-region for the purpose,:■ inter alia,

of appointing their representatives to the Executive

Committee of the Commission; provided further that should

there be any difficulty on the part of the Exeoutive

Secretary in convening a meeting of any sub^-region within

a period of six months after the end of the present

session for the above purpose, thereafter the proceedings

of the interim Bxecutive Committee shall not be invalid

- by reason only of the fact that the representative from

any particular sub-^Qgion has not been appointed;

(iii) Two African members <>f BCOSOCf

(iv) Two African members of the Governing Council of UKDP;

provided that in the tsase of the representatives of

BCOSOC and of UKDP they will equally represent English

._.„, - and French-speaking' States- ' -■ ■•

(e) The two Committees of the "current Session shall jointly be
regarded as a preliminary meeting of the Technical Committee of -Experts;

(f) All-existing working parties and other committees of the
Commission shall continue to function-until a decision to the contrary is

taken by a session of the Commission;

(g) The Bxecutive Secretary be- empowered to work out and implement
any other transitional arrangements, as may be necessary;

\

(h) The above transitional arrangements shall come into force

immediately and remain valid until the first meeting of the Conference

of Ministers provided that tlie Bxecutive Committee and the Technical

Committee of Bxperts as established in resolution l88(lX) may be convened
before the first meeting of the Conference of Ministers*
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(i) At its first meeting the Conference of Ministers shall have

the following items included in its agendas .

1. Intra-African and international economic policy issues

2. Policy.and priorities of the programmes of the Commission

3. Programme implementation during the preceding biennium

4. Programme proposals for the succeeding biennium

5. Representation of the Afrioan region on international and

inter-governmental bodies dealing with economic and social

matters affecting Africa

6. Implementation of resolutions of the Commission and the

work programme of the secretariat

7. Relations with member States and sub-regions

8» Reports on sub-regional programmes

9, Relations between the Commission and the United Nations

bodies and various international organizations

10. Relations with the African permanent representatives at

the United Nations as well as the African members of

various international organizations

11. Activities of international organizations of interest to

economic and social development in Africa

12. Relations with OAU on economic and social matters

13- Reports from the Executive Committee

14. Reports from the Technical Committee of Experts;

2. Recommends further that the above list of items shall be included

in the agenda of every session of the Commission*

150th meeting

12 February 1969

LIST OF PROJECTS FOR 1969-1970

WITH PROJECTIONS TO 1973

4. The section of the work programme dealing with Economic Development

Planning, Projections and Policies is reproduced below. The secretariat's

proposals for modifications to this part of the programme and their
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extension to 1974 are shown in Annex of the document "Development of
African Planning", Item 5(a) of the Provisional Agenda.

5, In addition* details of the work programme in statistical services

are shown for information* They are intended to acquaint participants

with the secretariat work in the field of statistics since it is closely

linked with work in the field of development planning, projections and

policies.

I. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

A, Economic development planning, promotions and policies

2/
Responsibility: RESEARCH AffD STATISTICS DIVISION*-'

Economic Hesearoh Seotion

STAFF RESOURCES

Economic Researoh Section

1967

1968

196

1970

1971

Regional Advisers 1967

(provided from project funds) 1968

196

1970

1971

a/

a/

a/

2=1 *zl 2dt 1=

P-l General

P-2 Service

a/ Proposed.

h/ Inoludes one professional trainee.

c/ Three posts transferred with work to "Statistical Services".

2/ The staff requirements for the direction of the Division are
included under "Statistical Services". ■ ; ■ : . .
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To secure their development targets, most of the African

countries have prepared plans into which to fit their economic and

social policies and render their efforts at development effective.

Nevertheless, it has been observed that from I960 to 1966,

at least, the average annual growth of GDP in Africa falls below

the 5 per cent rate fixed for the first United Nations Development

Decade, and that a great deal still remains to be done in plan

preparation and- implementation, if the hopes for progress in economic

and social development are to be fulfilled.

The main obstacles to plan implementation are as follows!

- The targets are not always realistic and consistentJ

- Projeot identification is often inadequate or incomplete!

- The political and social structures are unsuitable for the

present circumstances?

Consequently the secretariat's work programme aims at*

- Helping to improve plan preparation and the supervision of

development plan implementation; ~

- Helping to standardise concepts and methods to facilitate the

exchange of experience from one country to another and make

it possible to compare results?

- Specifying the special circumstances required for planning
in Africa} ; ■- ' '.

- Sustaining effort in economic co-operation to secure sufficiently
large markets, and so promote industrialization and eoonomic and
social development. v
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PROJECTS . , . .. ^ ' ?/.'-.-■

1. Developing economic research '

This project entails? , :

— The examination, in conjunction with the countries Concerned,

.of progress aohieved and problems connected with the implementation

of programmes for projections, planning and economic surveys;'

- The study, in conjunction with the countries concerned, of their

requirements in technical assistance and the provision of

1 assistance to suoh countries,- at',their request, through regional

advisers working in conjunction with the Cenir® for Development

Planning, Projections and Policies and the Bureau of Technical
Assistance Operations at UN Headquarters;

- Preparing documentation and servicing the sessions of the
Conference of African Planners,

The activities which will be undertaken in the quinquennium ara
as follows:

(a) Third session of the Conference of African Planners (1970)

(b) Fourth session of the Conference of African Planners (lQ72)

Other divisions and sections of the secretariat will assist the
Research and Statistics Division in planning and running these conferences.

2. Establishment of economio norms for Afrioa

project entails* -

- Research on planning techniques and problems, projections and
economic research;

.- With the co-operation of.the United Nations Centre for Development
Planning, Projections and Policies and of the specialized agencies,
preparing documents on methodology for general use at seminars and

Working groups -*f experts organized for the exchange of ideas on
how to improve, regionally and internationally, the results

obtained in economic development by individual African countries,
and make them easier to compare;

- Studying ways and means of adapting international norms to Africa.

The following studies and meetings will be undertaken during the
quinquennium:

Standardizing the use of basic oonoepte and methods to be used
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by African oountriegt and assessing the needs of staiisticfl
and technical data required for preparing projections
(1969-1970) "~ > .

First meeting of the technical group on projections.and- ■ "
programmingi commodity projections for Africa (1969)

Working group of senior economic advisers on eoonomio poljcyt
shorts medium and lbng-*term (1969)

(d) Regional seminar on plan harmonization (1969)

Second meeting of the technical group on projections and
programming; data required for projections (1970)

Inter-agenoy meeting on economically relatively less developed
...areas in Africa (1970) ~~~~ '■ T ""

Seminar on integration of national plans with seotoral and
regional development plans (1970) ' ■ "' ~

Working group on manual of planning for African countries (1970)

Study on the approach to regional integration of national
projections to obtain a picture of the African economy (1971)

Third meeting of the technical group on projections and
programming.; :afiffr6ffB-H-re f^owth models for African economies
(1971)

Working group of experts on regional harmonization of
develQTanent plans (1971) ! ~

Working group on financing of developmen-fc and budget
. management (1971) —

Four-fch meeting of the technical group on projections and
programming; sectoral projections for Africa (1972)

Seminar on infrastructure and economic development (1972)

Seminar on commodity trade policy and economic grovth (1972)

Fifth meeting of the technical group on projections and
programming!! integrated approach for projections, planning
and policies U973) " :

.Seminar on employment policy and economic growth (1973)
* - ■ ,■' . - * 1. . ■. ■■ - ■' ... '.

Assistance will be requested from UMDP, -fchrou'gh the regional
programme of technical assistance, in running sub-projects (o), {£),

{£)» KW > \D j Kg), {o) , and (^) above. The co-operation of specialized

w
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and operating agencies will "be requested as appropriate- Other BCA
divisions and sections of the .secretariat will assist the Research and

Statistics Division as appropriate in implementing the sub-projects.

3. Economic surveys .;

This project entails;

- The study on national development policies and economic situation

in Africa;

- Analysing the economic position, changes and trends, throughout

the region;

- Conducting economic development surveys throughout the sub-region.

In addition to special studies on particular problems, undertaken

as required, the following will be published annually!

(a) Survey of Economic Conditions in Africa

The survey will be in two parts, the.first part being a

general appraisal of economic conditions, the second part

dealing with a different topic eaoh year.

(i) Survey of Economic Conditions in Africa (196*9)

(ii) Survey of Economic Conditions in Africa (1970)

(iii) Survey of Economic Conditions in Africa (l97l)

(iv) Survey of Economic Conditions in Afrioa (1972)

(v) Survey of Economic Conditions in Africa (1973)

(b) Economic Bulletin for Africa

(i) Economic Bulletin for Afrioa (19^9)

(ii) Economic Bulletin for Africa (1970)

(iii) Economic Bulletin for Africa (l£7l)

(iv) Economic Bulletin for Africa (1972)

(v) Economic Bulletin for Africa1 (l973>

Other divisions and sections of the secretariat will assist the

Research and Statistics Division in implementing these sub-projects-
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4. Collection, exchange and distribution of information

This project entails:

- The collection and analysis of all information on national
policies and targets for economic development;

- The distribution of economic data for all the countries in "the
region, designed to facilitate the co-ordination of development

plans and policies.

In addition to documents on methodology and economic surveys already
mentioned under the other headings, the following publications will D*

issued during the five-year periods

(a) Bibliographies of economic material published by African

oountries

(i) Bibliography of economic material published by African

countries (1970)

(ii) Bibliography of economic material published by African

countries (1972) .

(b) Manual on planning for African oountries (1970)

(c) Planners1 Newsletter

(i) Planners' Newsletter (1969)

(ii) Planners1 Newsletter (1970)

(iii) Planners* Newsletter (l97l)

(iv) Planners1 Newsletter (1972)

- (v) Planners1 Newsletter (1973)

CONTINUING TASKS

The following oontinuing tasks will be undertaken during the

quinquennium i

(a) Providing advisory services and undertaking advisory missions
to member countries, on request, in the field of development
planning, projections and economic surveys;

(b) Giving assistance to and maintaining liaison with central
planning organs, universities and other planning institutions

and organizations;

(c) Preparing, as required, revising and re-issuing studies,
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I' ■ .

| documents and papers not linked witli specific projea't's anil '
] sub-projects;

i ■ . ■ - - ■-. - -
j (d) Co-operating, as necessary, in implementing tl*e, programmes of

other divisions'and flections of the secretariat and the African
I programme of specialized and operating agencies of the United

I Nations, IUSp and similar organizations; ...-..'

j (e) Following^up former projects, sub-projects and visits by
f -./.-.,• 00irresP°nd.enoe, elaboration of reports and recommendations, etc.;

Collecting and processing data required for.projections; the
preparation and revision of long-term projections for all the
countries in the region;

(■£) Studying the results of economic projections prepared by '
national and international organizations for African countries
and analysing the results, regionally and internationally, of

the long-term projections of each of the African countries;

(h) Evaluating the possibilities for long-ter© economic growth and
co-operation of the countries in the regipn, and determining

the basic elements for economic co-operation and policy
development;

(i) Studying the techniques and methods used in programming, overall
and sectoral projections as well as projections oh the basis

of commodities and recommending the moist appropriate techniques
and methods for conditions obtaining in Africa;

(j) Co-operating with the Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Polioies, to improve world economic projection
models, bearing in mind needs and circumstances of Africa;

(k) Collecting and processing the development plans of the African
countries, studying the obstacles to their; implementation, and

considering measures to be adopted to improve development plan
preparation and supervise its implementation;

{!) Determining the special circumstances required for planning in
Africa, bearing in mind the pattern of resources and needs in

the African countries and the preparation of a minimum pattern
to all African plans; ■-■■■.... .

(m) Studying the requirements of EGA member States' for specialized
staff for projections, planning and eoonomio surveys, and the

training and other services required to mtet these needs;

(n/ Assisting governments to organize, at the national and eub-
regional levels, courses on projections, planning arid economic
surveys arid in establishing, as required, regional training

centres, with the help of the United Nations Development'
Programme as necessary.
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XI.- SlEATlSTlCAI/ SERVICES

Responsibility: RESEARCH A#D STATISTICS DIVISION
Development and Training Section? National Accounts

and Finanoial Statistics Section; General

Statistics Section; and Demographic and

Social Statistics Section

STAFF RESOURCES

P-l P-5

i»

Division Direction

Development and Training Section:

National Aocounts and Financial

Statistics Seotionr and General

Statistics Section -

Demographic and Social Statistics

Section

Regional Advisers

provided from project funds:

1967
1968

1969*
I97O*

1971*

1967
1968

1969*;
1970*

1971*

I.967
1968

1969
1970*

1971*

1967
1968

1969*
1970*

1971*

1

1

1

_

. -

—

4 ■

4

4

4

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

—

- ■

-

1

3

3

3

3

—

1

1

-

-

6

3

3 .

3

.3

—

1

1

—

111t
3

5

5

5
5

1

l

l

l

l

11

14-

14

14

14

19

17

17
18

18

1

1

1

1

1

3/

* Proposed.

Includes three posts transferred with work Trom "Bconomic Development

Planning, Projections and Policies".

XE. STATISTICAL SERVICES

Since regional meetings on statistics began to be held in Africa,

substantial improvements have been registered in the organization of

statistical services, the preparation of surveys and statistical data

and the training1 of statisticians in the region. Nevertheless, much still

remains to be donerto bridge the gap in the statistical information

available in the African region.
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In this respect, the work programme makes provision for assistance
so far ^n to Srioan countries to be continued, the object being to:

- Improve the quality of statistical data;

- Expand the area of available data?

- Increase the number of statisticians;

- Standardize concepts and methods in current use in the region;

- Establish a system for the exchange of information;

. - Collect data and undertake comprehensive surveys designed to
further the preparation and planning of eoonomio and social

development policies,

PROJECTS

59. Statistical development

The object of this project is to*

- Examine in conjunction with the countries concerned, the progress .
made and the problems arising from the development of. tH©ir

statistical programmes;

- Study, in conjunction with the countries concerned, their require
ments in technical assistance and, at their request, f™**
assistance with the oc-operation of the Statistical Office of the
United Nations and the Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations,

through regional statistical advisers;

- Prepare documentation and service the Conference qf African

Statisticians.

The following meetings will be held during the quinquennium:

(a) Sixth session of the Conference of African Statisticians (1969)

(b) Seventh session of the Conference of African Statisticians (l97l)

(o) Biafath session of the Conference of African Statisticians (1973)

Interested specialized agencies and other organizations will be

invited to participate,

60. Establishment of statistical norms for Africa

This implies research into statistical methods and the preparation of
documents on methodology generally to be used at seminars and working
parties of experts, organized for the exchange of ideas on how to make
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statistics easier to compare, regionally and internationally* and adapt

international, norms to Africa.

As a result of the revision of the United Nations system of national

accounts. >n4.the preparation of a new standard presentation of data,

surveys will i-be-undertaken and meetings held to publicize the new system
on national accounts and discuss data preparation on the required basis

as follows:

(a) Analysis of country data on prices used in valuing agricultural
commodities for national accounts purposes (1968*1970) .

(b) Seminar on the revised United Nations system of national ■■' .
accounts (1970) ' "~~~

(js) Working group on the estimation of transport* conussgce and
related services in the compilation-of national account^I (1973.)

(d) Working group on inter-industry relations (1972)

(e) Working group; on flow of funds (1973)

(f) Study of the application of the revised system of national
, . . accounts in African, countries (1973^-1974)

. ,.The following meetings will be held .as part of the effort to

standardize concepts:

Cfi) Working group on data processing of population censuses (1969)

(h) WHO/BCA seminar on health statistics (l?69)

(,i) Seminar on statistics _of prices, and quanta (1969)

(j) Working group on industrial statistics (1969)

(k) Second African seminar on civil registration and vital
Statistics (1970) ~~ '_ r~""

. (l) Working group on public sector statistics (1970)

(m) Study of statistics required for manpower planning (1970)

Meeting to oonsiddr statistics required for educational

planning (1971)

Seminar on distribution and transport statistics (l97l)

. Study of demography of nomads in African countries (1972)

Study of age reporting techniques under different African
conditions (1972? , >,.. -,
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(r) Working group on statistics and studies on nomadic populations

(1972) . p"^ ;

A preliminary study oJT estimation of national wealth in

selected African oountries (1972-1973) " _\ '.

(t) Seminar on balanoe of payments statistics (1973)

;_ Assistance will be. requested.from UMDE, through thfc-regional programme
of technical assistance, in running sub-projects (b/, (o), (d), (e), (g) ,
(i)9 (j)» (k)> (2) 9 (o)> and (r) above. The co-operation of the United '
Nati«*tia Statistical Office and of specialised and operating agencies will
be requested as appropriate. Other BCA divisions and sections will assist

the Research and Statistics Division as appropriate in implementing the

61. Statistical studies

This project entails the analysis of statistical data and statistical

aggregates which will provide basic studies for the preparation and

planning of economic and social policy.

The following studies will be undertaken during the quinquennium:

(a) Study of the purchasing power parity of African currencies

(1968-1971)"-'

:(b) Study of the pattern of private consumption expenditure in

African countries (1969-1971)

(c) Study of the structure and importance of non-monetary activities

in African countries (1969-1971)

(d) Study of the structure, of the--:Public sector (1969-1971)

(e): .Study of the structure: and change in capital formation in

African countries between I960 and 1970 (1970-1972)

(f) Study of changes in the terms of trade for African countries

(1970-1972) ' ; ' '

Study of price movements in African countries by type of

economic activity during the period 1960-1970» in relation

to similar movements in other regions (1971-1973)

(h) Study of the public debt of African countries (1971-1972)

(i) Study on the level and burden of taxation in African oountries
(1972-1973) " ' " '

Study on the grbwth of capital budgets in African countries

during the period 1960-1970 (1972-1974)
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Other divisions and sections of the secretariat will assist the

Research and Statistics Division in implementing this project.

62• Collection exchange and distribution of information

The^purpose of this projeot is tot ■, ■

- Collect and analyse statistical data for the African countries?

- Prepare and distribute statistical data covering all the

countries in the region; .

- Publish information on statistical activities.

The following publications will be issued during the quinquennium:

Quarterly publications

(a) Statistical Newsletter

(b) Statistical Bulletin for Africa

(c) Foreign Trade Statistics of Africa Series A:
Direction of Trade

Half-yearly publications

(d) Foreign Trade Statistics of Africa Series B>
grade by Commodity and by Country

Annual publications

(®) Yearly Statistics of Industrial Production

(f) African Statistical Yearbook

Occasional publications

(fl) Manual on Sample Survey Methods in Africat
Household Economic Surveys (1969)

(h) Manual on Sample Survey Methods in Africa* * 1
Demographic Surveys (1970) '

(i) Bulletin of National Accounts for Africa (1970)

COHTIITOING TASKS

The following continuing tasks will be undertaken during the
quinquennium s

Providing advisory services, and, undertaking advisory missions

to member countries* on request* in the field of statistics,

t.il
mi
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including giving assistance to governments to enable them to
establish training centres in the sub-regions, with the help

of UNDP;

(b) Giving assistance to and maintaining liaison with central
statistics offioes, statistical training centres, universities
and other statistics institutions and organifta^pns, including!

(i) The middle-level Training Centre in Dar-es-Salaam (Tanzania);

(ii) The higher level Institute of Statistics and Applied

Economics in Rabat (Moroooo);

(iii) The International Statistical Training Centre,

Yaounde"- (Cameroon) ;

(iv) The Institute of Statistics and Applied Koonomics in
Kampala (Uganda) which is being established;

(v) Haile Selassie I University, Addis Ababa (Ethiopia).

(o) Preparing, as required, revising and re-issuing studies,

documents and papers not linked with speoifio projeots and

sub-projectsi

(d) Co-operating, as necessary, in implementing the programmes of
other divisions and sections of BCA and the African Programmes

of United Nations Headquarters, specialized and operating agencies

of the United Nations, IDBP and,similar organizations;

(e) Following up former projects, sub-projects and visits by
correspondence, elaboration of reports and recommendations, etc.;

(f) Collecting available data on population, national accounts,

prices, currency, banking transactions, domestic and foreign

trade, balance of payments, industry, agriculture, transport

and various other fields;

(g) Standardizing and.maintaining punch card reoords of data
collected for purposes of comparison and publication;

(h) Analysing statistical data and aggregates for the countries in
each sub-region and the region as a whole$

(i) The IBH-2O-8K computer will be utilized for data processing on

industrial production, national accounts, foreign trade,
transport and liquid assets in the region, administrative tasks

within the secretariat, maintaining African data records, and
other appropriate tasks as required. It will also be used for

research, demonstration and training and to provide on request,

assistance to countries which have no data processing equipment

or do not have suffioient oapacity-


